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Abstract

To better understand the temporal characteris-
tics and the lifetime of fluctuations in stochastic
processes in networks, we investigated diffusive
persistence in various graphs. Global diffusive
persistence is defined as the fraction of nodes
for which the diffusive field at a site (or node)
has not changed sign up to time t (or in gen-
eral, that the node remained active/inactive in
discrete models). Here we investigate disordered
and random networks and show that the behav-
ior of the persistence depends on the topology
of the network. In two-dimensional (2D) disor-
dered networks, we find that above the perco-
lation threshold diffusive persistence scales sim-
ilarly as in the original 2D regular lattice, ac-
cording to a power law P (t, L) ∼ t−θ with an
exponent θ ' 0.186, in the limit of large lin-
ear system size L. At the percolation thresh-
old, however, the scaling exponent changes to
θ ' 0.141, as the result of the interplay of dif-
fusive persistence and the underlying structural
transition in the disordered lattice at the perco-
lation threshold. Moreover, studying finite-size
effects for 2D lattices at and above the percola-
tion threshold, we find that at the percolation
threshold, the long-time asymptotic value obeys
a power-law P (t, L) ∼ L−zθ with z ' 2.86 in-
stead of the value of z = 2 normally associated
with finite-size effects on 2D regular lattices. In
contrast, we observe that in random networks
without a local regular structure, such as Erdős-

Rényi networks, no simple power-law scaling be-
havior exists above the percolation threshold.

Introduction

Persistence type questions [1] in general refer to
a certain event not happening, or a certain prop-
erty or a pattern surviving for a given period of
time. Examples include: the probability that
a noise spike created at t = 0 in a telegraph
line diminishes after time t; the probability of
an earthquake of a given size or larger not hap-
pening for n consecutive years; the probability
of survival of domains in magnetic systems up to
time t; how long a pandemic will last, etc. [26].
In other words, the study of persistence refers to
the description of the duration of the excursions
taken by some observable in a stochastic process
from some chosen threshold [9], often taken as
the mean for this process. The observable being
studied may be global, such as a bulk order pa-
rameter, or local, such as the value of a field at
a node. Despite the apparent simplicity and the
practical importance of these questions, only a
handful of exact results are known.

Probably the earliest accounts on persistence-
like questions go as far back as 1887 when
Bertrand [8] proved his ballot theorem. In the
ballot problem, two candidates, B and G score
a total of p + q votes with B scoring p votes
and G scoring q votes. Given we know the end
result, i.e., for example B won (p > q), what
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is the probability that during the counting of
votes B always was in the lead? The answer
is (p− q)/(p+ q). This is easily solvable because
it is a one-body (single point) Markovian pro-
cess. Another one-body problem is that of the
randomly accelerated particle described by the
Langevin equation d2χ/dt2 = η(t), where χ(t) is
the position of the particle at time t and η(t) is a
solely time-dependent, white noise. Here we are
asking: What is the probability P (t) that the
particle does not cross χ = 0 up to time t? Be-
ing no longer Markovian (two-step memory due
to the second-order derivative), it is harder to
solve, with the answer being P (t) ∼ t−1/4 [28, 2].

Many-body persistence problems, i.e., pro-
cesses where there are two or more coupled
variables evolving in time, are typically non-
tractable analytically, save for a few cases. A
large family of such problems studies the persis-
tence properties of stochastic processes on regu-
lar lattices. Examples include diffusion [17, 21],
interface fluctuations [15, 32], magnetic and
reaction-diffusion systems [4, 5, 13], and contact
processes [9, 10]. For an Ising or Voter model
[4, 5, 13], of interest is the probability that the
local state variable has never switched by time
t. The persistence probability is also of particu-
lar interest in non-equilibrium or disordered sys-
tems such as spin-relaxation in the Ising model
[6, 20] and the Blume-Capel model [27], as well
as the persistence of the bulk order parameter
in inhomogeneous magnetic systems with defects
[23]. In experiments, persistence probabilities
were measured in a variety of systems including
in breath figures [19], in twisted nematic liquid
crystals [34], soap bubbles [30] and in dense spin-
polarized noble gases (He3 and X-129) [33].

One of the most studied many-body persis-
tence problems is diffusive persistence. In the
classic version and using continuous formula-
tion, we monitor the relaxation of a field Φ(x, t),
x ∈ D ⊆ Rd through the diffusion equation

∂tφ = D∇2φ, (1)

with initial condition Φ(x, 0) = ψ(x), where
ψ(x) is an uncorrelated random field taken from

a Gaussian distribution G[ψ] ∼ e−
1

2∆

∫
ddx ψ(x)2

with zero mean and variance ∆. Let Px0(t) de-
note the diffusive persistence probability (DPP),
i.e, the probability that the field at some x0 did
not change sign up to time t, i.e.

Px0(t) = Prob{ψ(x0)Φ(x0, τ) > 0, ∀ τ ∈ [0, t)}.
(2)

The goal is to compute Px0(t) and its asymp-
totic behavior at large times. Both numeri-
cally and analytically, the problem is studied in
the discrete formulation on the lattice Zd, us-
ing a discretized version of the diffusion equa-
tion. The numerical observation is that for the
d-dimensional infinite square lattice, the asymp-
totic behavior is a power-law

Px0(t) ∼ t−θ , (3)

where θ, called the persistence exponent depends
on the dimension of the lattice θ = θd. Clearly,
this problem is translationally invariant and thus
the DPP does not depend on x0. In particular,
θ1 = 0.1207 ± 0.0005 and θ2 = 0.1875 ± 0.0010
[17, 21].

The asymptotic power-law behavior Eq. (3)
appears to hold for a wide variety of other sys-
tems [12], beyond the diffusion equation, with
exponents θ that are typically not simple ratio-
nal numbers. Despite the simple conceptual def-
inition of the persistence probability (related to
the first-passage time distribution [25] for zero
crossings of the local field variables) there are
typically no exactly known values for θ for many-
body persistence problems, apart from some ex-
ceptional cases. One such exceptional case is the
DPP exponent in 2D above, which is a simple ra-
tional number, with θ2 = 3/16 [24] derived only
recently by Poplavskyi and Schehr exploiting a
connection to Kac random polynomials and the
truncated orthogonal ensemble of random ma-
trices. This is a peculiar case as typically exact
results are obtained for lower dimensions more
easily. However, there are still no exact results
for θ1 and the method in [24] does not seem to
be easily modifiable for the 1D case.

Studies of persistence have mostly focused on
stochastic dynamics taking place over homoge-
neous, translationally invariant systems embed-
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ded in a metric space and in the infinite system
size limit. This is a rather idealized setup, with
limited every-day practical applicability. How-
ever, answering persistence type questions for
real-world systems, and in particular, networks,
would have significant importance. For exam-
ple, in critical infrastructure networks, persis-
tence can be defined as the probability that a
local region remains operational up to time t. In
influencing and opinion dynamics in social net-
works, persistence can be defined as the proba-
bility that certain nodes or network regions have
not changed opinion since the beginning of a
“campaign”, etc. Such applications raise several
interesting questions: Given a stochastic dynam-
ics over a network, and a network observable,
what are the network properties that most in-
fluence the persistence properties of that observ-
able? What are the fundamental differences in
persistence properties taking place over networks
embedded in a metric space (spatial networks)
instead of on general graphs?

In order to attempt answering these questions,
in this paper we present a set of computational
studies of diffusive persistence on various regu-
lar and disordered network structures, includ-
ing networks obtained from bond percolation,
2D random geometric graphs, k-regular random
graphs, the k-th power of a circle and Erdős-
Rényi (ER) random graphs. The paper con-
cludes with a discussion of these numerical ob-
servations.

Diffusive persistence on net-
works

We define a diffusive field variable ψi for the ith

node of the network. The value of this vari-
able for each node in the network is initialized
by sampling from a normal distribution with 0
mean and a standard deviation of 1. Following
previous work [17, 21], the discretized diffusion
equation that we will study is

ψi(t+ ∆t)− ψi(t) = −α∆t
∑
j

Aij(ψi(t)− ψj(t)),

(4)

where Aij is the adjacency matrix (Aij ∈ {0, 1})
associated with the network and the RHS of the
equation represents the graph Laplacian opera-
tor. For 2D lattices we choose α = 1 and ∆t = 1

8 .

Since, in general, we no longer have transla-
tional invariance, we have to distinguish local
and global persistence measures. The local per-
sistence Pi(t) at site i is defined in the same way
as before, and the global persistence probability,
P (t, L), is defined as the fraction of nodes for
which ψi(t) has not changed sign at time t on a
lattice with N = L2 nodes. Clearly, Pi(t) can
depend on the site i, in general, and we are not
studying this quantity here, we focus exclusively
on the global persistence probability P (t, L).

For every network configuration we generate
100 samples and simulate the diffusion equation
with the value of the field at each node sampled
from a normal distribution with zero mean and
unit variance.

Bond-percolating disordered lattices

The percolation process on a lattice may be un-
derstood as removing either the connections be-
tween sites (bond-percolation) or the sites them-
selves (site percolation) [29]. The process is char-
acterized by φ, where 1− φ is the probability of
removal. Our 2D regular lattices in this work
(before edge removal) are 2D square lattices with
four nearest neighbors. Percolation on a 2D lat-
tice creates a fractal structure, with the perco-
lation threshold, φc, marking the point at which
an infinite cluster first appears when performing
the reverse process (adding the bonds randomly)
[14]. The fractal dimension of the lattice for
φ ≥ φc is 2, while below the percolation thresh-
old it is 1.896. Thus the topology of the lattice
undergoes a phase transition as it becomes dis-
ordered.

The effect of this change in topology naturally
affects any process on the lattice. Diffusion on
lattices, for example, is associated with power-
law behavior. When the 2D lattice is above the
percolation threshold, the average distance tra-
versed in a random walk behaves as R ∝ t

1
2 .

However, when the network is at its site per-
colation threshold of φsitec ' 0.59, the behavior
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Figure 1: Persistence on a 2D regular and dis-
ordered lattices with L = 100, where 1 − φ is
the edge-removal probability. The diffusive per-
sistence exhibits a power-law behavior. How-
ever, as edges are removed from the network, the
power-law exponent changes. At the percolation
threshold (φ = 0.5), the power-law exponent is
θ = 0.141 ± 5.3× 10−5.

φ θ

1 0.186± 1.4× 10−4

0.9 0.189± 1.6× 10−4

0.8 0.189± 1.4× 10−4

0.5 0.141± 5.3× 10−5

Table 1: Values of the power-law exponent, θ, as-
sociated with diffusive persistence on 2D lattices
with L = 100 nodes as a function of φ, where
1− φ is the edge-removal probability.

changes to R ∝ t
1
D′ , where D′ = 2.85±0.05 [11].

To create disordered networks for our per-
sistence studies, we iterate through the edge
list and randomly remove edges with probabil-
ity 1 − φ. We then repeat the diffusive process
on the giant component of the resulting disor-
dered network. The bond-percolation threshold
of 2D square lattices is φc = 0.5, and we vary φ
in the range [0.5, 1].

Fig. 1 shows the persistence probability
P (t, L) as diffusion proceeds on a 2D network
with a 104 nodes. For the fully-intact network
(i.e φ = 1) we recover the known power-law
behavior Eq. (3) with θ = 0.186 ± 1.4 × 10−4

(the exact result is 3/16 = 0.1875). For dif-

ferent values of φ we still observe power-law
behavior but with a different persistence expo-
nent at the percolation threshold. In order to
characterize the change in θ as a function of φ
we fit the different persistence probability decay
curves. The results are shown in Tab. 1. The
exponent undergoes a dramatic shift at the per-
colation threshold. The persistence at the perco-
lation threshold follows a power-law with novel
exponent θ = 0.141 ± 5.3× 10−5.

Away from the percolation threshold the
power-law exponent maintains its value of ap-
proximately θ ' 0.189 for φ > 0.8. The region
0.5 < φ < 0.8 acts as a slow crossover region,
where the decay is not a clean power-law, so we
could not associate θ values in this regime.

Finite-size behavior

Fig. 2a shows that there are characteristic finite-
size effects in the persistence curves where they
flatten at some non-zero value. We refer to this
limiting value as P (∞, L), and the crossover time
at which this limiting value is reached as t×.
For simple diffusion on 2D regular lattices, this
crossover times scales as t× ∼ Lz, with z = 2
[11, 18, 16].

On lattices of length L, the limiting value of
persistence has a power-law behavior P (∞, L) ∝
L−zθ [18], where θ is the persistence exponent
associated with the temporal power-law decay of
P (t, L) and z is a (dynamic) scaling exponent.
Following previous work [11, 18, 16], we take the
scaling behavior of the persistence probability to
be of the form

P (t, L) = L−zθf(t/Lz), (5)

where

f(x) =

{
x−θ if x� 1,

constant if x� 1.
(6)

We obtain z by plotting P (∞, L) vs. L and
fitting a power law with the exponent −zθ, as
shown in Fig. 5a. For φ = 1 we obtain z =
1.99 ± 2.8 × 10−3, in good agreement with the
literature value of the scaling exponent [18]. The
scaling behavior of 2D lattices with φ = 1 is
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) Finite-size effects on 2D regular lattices with φ = 1. (b) Scaling behavior of 2D
regular lattices for φ = 1 with θ = 0.186 and z = 1.99 (reproducing earlier results of Ref. [18]).

(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) Finite-size effects on 2D disordered lattices with φ = 0.9. (b) Scaling behavior of 2D
disordered lattices for φ = 0.9 with θ = 0.189 and z = 1.99.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a) Finite-size effects on 2D disordered lattices with φ = 0.5 (at the percolation threshold).
(b) scaling behavior of 2D disordered lattices for φ = 0.5 (at the percolation threshold) with
θ = 0.141 and z = 2.86.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: The long-time asymptotic value, P (∞, L) of the 2D disordered lattice with (a) φ = 1 and
(b) φ = 0.5 (at the percolation threshold) obeys a power-law relation as a function of the system
length, L. The error bars show the standard error over 100 runs. The dotted black line is the
best-fit power-law for P (∞, L) ∝ L−zθ.

shown in Fig. 2b and we see good collapse of
all the curves.

We then also observe similar finite-size effects
for disordered lattices, as shown in Fig. 3a for
φ = 0.9. Using the same value of z ' 1.99 that
we determined for φ = 1, we plot the scaling be-
havior in Fig. 3b. While with increasing system
size the collapse of the scaled persistence curves
onto a single curve improves, corrections to scal-
ing are considerably stronger than for the regular
2D lattice.

When the 2D disordered lattice is at the per-
colation threshold φc = 0.5 we observe that
approaching the asymptotic values of the per-
sistence curves appear at a much longer time
scales as can be seen in Fig. 4a. Employing the
same method that we used previously, we find
z = 2.86 ± 3.2 × 10−2 for φ = 0.5 (Fig. 5b).
Fig. 4b displays LzθP (t, L) vs. t/Lz. We can see
from the figure that there is reasonably good col-
lapse of the different curves onto a single scaling
function. Note, however, that the combination of
slow relaxation and large sample-to-sample fluc-
tuations give rise to significantly larger error bars
in the values of the scaling exponents.

Erdős-Rényi Networks

For Erdős-Rényi networks [7] studied in this and
the following sections, for numerical stability, we

use ∆t = 1
100 as we consider larger average de-

grees 〈k〉 than for the 2D bond-percolation net-
works above.

The behavior of persistence is shown in
Fig. 6a. In contrast to the clear power-law scal-
ing of 2D networks, no such behavior is observed
for ER networks. While we do not see any clear
power-law scaling, we do notice that as the av-
erage degree of the network increases, the per-
sistence curves cluster increasingly close to each
other. By fitting a power-law to a segment of the
persistence curves (marked by the dotted lines in
Fig. 6a) we are able to characterize this effect, as
shown in Fig. 6b.

Given a realization of an ER network, we then
proceed similarly as we did in the case of 2D lat-
tices, by removing edges from the network with
probability 1 − φ. Here 〈k〉 denotes the average
degree of the ER graphs before edge removal.
Fig. 7a shows persistence curves for different av-
erage degrees and different values of φ. As more
edges are removed from a network of a given av-
erage degree we see that its persistence behav-
ior changes to that of a network with a smaller
average-degree. This is not surprising, since re-
moving a certain fraction of edges from an ER
network does not cause its topology to change,
rather only its degree distribution is changed.

Fig. 7b shows that the particular shape of the
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: (a) Local persistence for ER networks with N = 104. The dotted lines show the segment
that has been fited with a power-law. (b) The power-law exponent of the persistence curves as a
function of the average degree.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: (a) Diffusive persistence on Erdős-Rényi networks (N = 104) for different average degrees,
〈k〉, and different edge removal probabilities, 1 − φ. (b) Diffusive persistence for ER networks of
different sizes with 〈k〉 = 4.

(a) (b)

Figure 8: (a) Local persistence for k-regular random networks with N = 104. The dotted lines show
the segment that has been fitted with a power-law. (b) The power-law exponent of the persistence
curves as a function of the network degree.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: (a) Diffusive persistence on k-regular random networks (N = 104) for different k, and
different edge removal probabilities, 1−φ. (b) Diffusive persistence for k-regular random networks
of different sizes with k = 4.

curves is not defined by the network size but is
a function of the particular network topology.

The persistence curves for 〈k〉 ≥ 5 begin to
flatten out, showing that the value of the per-
sistence drops steeply. ER networks exhibit fast
and efficient relaxation, and the changes in the
values of the field quickly become smaller than
the numerical precision of the variables that
store the field values.

k-Regular Random Networks

The behavior of diffusive persistence for k-
regular random networks is shown in Fig. 8a. We
see a distinct segment of the curve that shows
power-law scaling. Similar to ER networks, we
notice that as k increases the persistence curves
become closer, and by plotting the power-law ex-
ponent θ as a function of k in Fig. 8b, we see that
this exponent reaches an asymptotic value of ap-
proximately 0.22 as k becomes larger.

Fig. 9a shows that as we delete edges from the
network, the persistence maintains its power-law
behavior for some segment of the curve.

Similar to the ER case, we see that the val-
ues of the persistence curves steeply drop after
a certain period of time. As before, this effect is
due to the rapid relaxation of the field, causing
changes in the values of the field to quickly be-
come smaller than the numerical precision of the
variables that hold those values.

Figure 10: Diffusive persistence for the k-ring
with 1000 nodes. The dotted lines show the
power-law fit with the exponent θ

k-th power of the ring

These graphs are regular, with a ring structure,
such that every node has k consecutive neigh-
bors to the right and k consecutive neighbors
to the left and thus, it is also translationally
invariant. Clearly, k = 1 is simply just a cy-
cle or 1D ring or lattice. For a network on N
nodes where N = 2p + 1, k = p will generate
the complete graph KN , where all pairs of nodes
are connected with a link. The DPP for k = 1
behaves as the power-law (3) with the exponent
θ1 = 0.1207..., whereas for k = (N − 1)/2 (the
complete graph), probability P (t) is a constant
0.5 [31]. This implies that as k increases from a
constant to its maximum value, the persistence
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behavior also changes. Figure 10 shows the de-
cay of P (t,N) versus t for increasing values of
k.

Random geometric graphs in 2D

Random geometric graphs (RGG) [22, 3] in 2D
are obtained by sprinkling N points uniformly
at random into the unit square [0, 1]2, then con-
necting every pair of points that are within a
prescribed (Euclidean) distance R. The random
network created that way will have an average
degree of 〈k〉 = πR2N and a Poisson degree
distribution just like the ER graphs. However,
unlike the ER graphs, RGG-s are spatially em-
bedded, have a high clustering coefficient and
have no shortcuts. RGG-s are similar to graphs
generated by continuous percolation. Increasing
R, the average degree increases and at a critical
value 〈k〉c = 4.52±0.01 (in 2D) a giant connected
cluster appears that spans the unit square. Fig-
ure 11 shows the evolution of P (t,N) versus t
for different 〈k〉 values on the largest connected
component of the RGG. It also shows power-law
scaling behavior with exponents that are smaller
than the θ = 0.1875 value for the 2D lattice,
but with slowly increasing exponents. Again, if
R ≥

√
2, the RGG becomes a complete graph

with a constant value for the DPP, which im-
plies that there has to be a drastic change in
the behavior of the persistence probability as the
graphs are getting denser.

Discussions

Persistence problems are rather meaningful and
relevant in complex networks not just from a the-
oretical, but also a practical view, as described
in the Introduction section. However, due to
their typically non-uniform nature, translational
invariance no longer holds and we have to dis-
tinguish between local and global persistence.
The former studies persistence at the node level,
whereas the latter at the whole network level,
which was the focus of this paper. We have
shown that the properties of diffusive persistence
are highly non-trivial even at the global level and

in general, they depend on network parameters.
Our results are purely numerical in nature but
we hope that they are interesting enough to ini-
tiate analytical studies in the future.

Our investigations show that in regular net-
works, such as 2D square lattices, the persis-
tence probability obeys clear power-law scal-
ing. As the network becomes more disordered
through the inverse bond percolation process,
the power-law exponent remains constant at
θ ' 0.186 for φ > φc but with some strong
corrections to the scaling behavior. However,
at φc we observe the novel power-law exponent
θ ' 0.141. This change may likely be associ-
ated with the phase-transition that the network
topology goes through, at the percolation thresh-
old. We also studied finite-size effects at the per-
colation threshold and discovered that the DPP
P (t, L) and the finite-size crossover times exhibit
dynamical scaling with exponent z ' 2.86, differ-
ent from the known value of z = 2 on 2D regular
lattices.

We also observe clear power-law behavior for
k-regular random networks, however, we observe
no such clear scaling behavior for ER networks.
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(a) (b)

Figure 11: (a) Diffusive persistence on 2D random geometric graphs with N = 103. The dotted lines
indicate the power-law fit with the exponent θ. As the average degree of the networks increases,
the value of the power-law exponent saturates. (b) Diffusive persistence on 2D random geometric
graphs of different sizes with average degree 〈k〉 = 5. No finite size-effects appear for graphs with
more than 102 nodes in the timescale we studied.
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